
  

Low-Q: 
Higher-Twist, Non-Pert, Resummation

Hi-x: 
TMC, Nuclear x>1, …

Strange PDF: 
Disentangle:  1) proton PDF         

2) nuclear corrections 
3) flavor components

Gluon (& Charm+Bottom): 
Improve RG  via  FL: window on NLO and mass effects

Nuclear A: 
Map out A dependence … and maybe beyond
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EIC Handbook

Q cut

W cut

Efrain Segarra w/ nCTEQ

Warm-up:
JLab Data @ Hi-X Low-Q2 

extend nCTEQ framework for this region 
& prepare for EIC

nPDFs:  Extend Kinematic Reach in {x,Q2} 2

High-x: 
Nuclear PDFs:  x>1 allowed; 

impacts F2
Nuc/F2

Iso in Fermi region
Target Mass Corrections

pick up M2/Q2 higher twist 
Deuteron Corrections 

impacts F2
Nuc/F2

Deuteron  ratio

Low-Q2:
Non-Perturbative inteface

collective effects
Target Mass Corrections

pick up M2/Q2 higher twist 
FL at low Q2 access to g(x) 

Run at multiple energies



  

The Strange Strange PDF: disentangle 1) proton PDF, 2) nuclear corrections, 3) flavors      3

also see Cooper-Sarkar & Wichmann.
PRD98 (2018) 014027

Large s(x) preferred ... 
similar in heavy ion p-Pb

Fixed Target DISºN DIS di-muon

W

°

W

LHC pPb  
W/Z production

propagation 
through 
nuclear 
medium

Fixed Target

LHC



  

The Strange PDF Sensitivity:   PDFSense 4

EIC EIC

Need EIC 
pseudo-data

PDFSense: Visualizing sensitivity of hadronic experiments to the nucleon structure 
Phys.Rev.D 98 (2018) 9, 094030  arXiv:1803.02777

Sensitivity: Combination of the PDF correlation (~C) and the scaled residual ~(D-T)/¾



xFitter Developers' Team;
arXiv:1907.01014 [hep-ph]

Charged Current Charm Production 5

significant 
improvement

 R.A. Khalek, S. Bailey, J.Gao, L. Harland-Lang, J. Rojo, arXiv:1906.10127 [hep-ph]   w/ additional channels

EIC SI-DIS
arXiv:1902.10663v2

… how can we nail this!
would also elucidate LHC issues

Potential EIC improvement
Semi-Inclusive DIS

LHeC: 

xFitter: 
Docker & Singularity 

images available 
details in extra slides



  Multi-Scale problem: Q, m
c,b

 

6Charm Production:   FFNS, VFNS, Fitted Charm

xFitter implements a unification of these two

Fixed Flavor Number Scheme (FFNS)

Variable Flavor Number Scheme (VFNS)

… and J/Psi, D,  production ...



  

● the presence of a NP charm component has 
consequences for heavy quark schemes, 

masses, and global analyses

an EIC will measure very precisely 
in the ~few GeV, high x region in 
which typical NP charm signals are 
to be expected, à la EMC

NLO DGLAP

CT14 HERA2 NNLO

An EIC can finally resolve the 
NP nucleon charm question

Tim Hobbs et al., PRD89, 074008 (2014).

● various models predict a nonpertubative 
(intrinsic) component to the nucleon 

structure function, but the normalization 
is small and undetermined

10
Tim Hobbs

J-EIC pseudo-data
Yulia Furletova

7



  

HERA

jet data

fixed-target

Boson prod.

II) visualizing impacts 
with PDFSense
Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 094030

CT14 HERA2 NNLO

(magnitude of PDF 
pull of each datum)

the PDF sensitivity

→ measurements with 
strong PDF 
correlations AND high 
precision have high

 used to identify high-
impact data for CT18

78

The Gluon   (mostly proton data) 8



  

FL sensitive to NLO terms (gluon)
& helicity violating terms (masses)

HERA used low energy run
to explore low-Q region 

… other handles on g(x)
Heavy Quark Production: g→ cc

F
L
: Might require multiple energy run 9

… improving the gluon ...

key to understanding strong interactions



  

Low-Q: 
Higher-Twist, Non-Pert, Resummation

Hi-x: 
TMC, Nuclear x>1, …

Strange PDF: 
Disentangle:  1) proton PDF         

2) nuclear corrections 
3) flavor components

Gluon (& Charm+Bottom): 
Improve RG  via  FL: window on NLO and mass effects

Nuclear A: 
Map out A dependence … and maybe beyond
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Instructions for 
xFitter 

Docker & Singularity 
Images



  Brandon 
Stevenson

Lucas 
Kotz

UPDATE: 
xFitter in 

Docker & Singularity
notes

Fred Olness
22 April 2020

https://github.com/JBrandonS/xfitter-docker



  

DOCKER

docker pull jbrandons/xfitter

docker run -it -u $(id -u ${USER}):$(id -g ${USER})  -v $(pwd):/run 
-v /users/olness/xfit/DATA/datafiles:/data 
-v /usr/local/share/LHAPDF:/pdfdata   jbrandons/xfitter bash

xfitter and xfitter-draw are installed in the path,  so a plain “xfitter” command should run the test. 
The -u $(id -u ${USER}):$(id -g ${USER}) command mounts as the user instead of root.
The  -v $(pwd):/run  command mounts the current directory as /run; this is the working 
directory. 
The -v /users/olness/xfit/DATA/datafiles:/data command mounts your local set of 
data files. The -v /usr/local/share/LHAPDF:/pdfdata  command mounts your local set of 
lhapdf files. 

(This keeps the docker image lightweight)
The  bash command drops to a bash shell.

In the above example, the pwd is mounted at /run, so if you place
" constants.yaml   parameters.yaml  steering.txt " 
locally, you can then run the xfitter example. 



  

SINGULARITY

singularity run -B $(pwd)/datafiles:/data 
    -B $(pwd)/lhafiles:/pdffiles  -B $(pwd):/run  

docker://jbrandons/xfitter bash

* user runs as non-root
* image is mounted read-only (not a problem)

SETUP: In your working dir $(pwd) make 2 symlinks:
1) Symlink  ./datafiles to your local xFitter data file
2) Symlink  ./lhafiles to your local LHAPDF data files

Your $pwd will be mounted to /run so you have local access to output
Launch singularity; you’ll drop into a bash shell. 
xfitter and xfitter-draw are in your image path.

In your local working directory, you will need: constants.yaml parameters.yaml steering.txt



  

Leftovers



  



  

X

Q2

Q2 >2 

X
Efrain Segarra
Or Hen

Challenges at Large x  & Low Q2  17

Nuclear PDFs:  x>1 allowed; 
impacts F

2
Nuc/F

2
Iso in Fermi region

Higher Twist
Isospin violation: u⇔d 
d/u limits as x→1

JLab Data @ Hi-X Low-Q2 

Current nCTEQ framework 
must be extended 

to accommodate this region

lots of work to do ...



  

Nuclear A-Dependence 18

nCTEQ uses 19 nuclei
A = [2,208]

A-dependence
of coefficients

Fill out A spectrum with 
high-stats data

40Ca & 40Ar

Deuteron corrections???
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